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Chapter 1 : Energy medicine - Wikipedia
Exploring Vibrational Medicine is a revolutionary view of the oldest and newest dis covery in medical science-the power
of the body to heal itself naturally. Topics: music and sound therapy; chakras and energy centers; the case for
acupuncture and homeopathy; and much more.

The smallest entities are actually not particles, but energy packets called quanta. Is energy flowing properly?
Diagnosis and treatment from energy; light, color, sound, EM fields, magnetic fields, as well as life energy,
homeopathic and flower essences, and the realm of acupuncture and meridians. This idea is firmly entrenched
in our medical paradigm. Today we think of the human body as a computer clockwork. Allopathic medicine
has benefited humanity, but has limitations. Chinese have had great success with herbal medicines; to them
drug therapy is alternative. The human body is an overlay of energy fields. We are truly beings of light. The
Einsteinian school is starting to make predictions of a faster than light world of etheric energy. Energy systems
of the body The most basic energy system is chemical; metabolism of food to form ATP energy for the body.
Beon Nordstrom Nobel prizewinning physician. Scientists found that cells of body had characteristics such as
capacitance and resistance. We can think of each cell as tiny integrated circuit. Found that onion root emitted
what he called mitogenetic radiation. This radiation could promote mitosis cell division and cellular growth.
Found that glass does not transmit this radiation, while quartz does. Fritz Popp noted that UV radiation has
this same characteristic. Using sensitive photomultipliers Popp found that living tissue emits photons of UV
light. The above are all ok even for mechanistic body. What has been left out of Newtonian medicine is life
energy or subtle energy systems. This network may be one of the mechanisms which transducts subtle energy
from homeopathy to something usable by the cells. The etheric body is an energetic duplicate of the physical
body, made of etheric matter. Quoted as evidence of etheric body is the phantom leaf effect of kirilian
photography, which is still controversial. Distortions of etheric body may lead to disturbances in physical
body. How does soul fit in to bio-mechanism? Chakra also link to higher spiritual energies; love, will,
intuition. Astral mental causal bodies integrate different aspects of our emotions and thoughts into our
physical lives. Astral may be seat of consciousness Mental body aspects of thought and mind Causal body:
Stores our experience of our lifetime. Illness in the Vibrational Model In the vibrational model, illness is not
due to a broken part, but a disturbance in energy flow. Like a computer virus. Types of symbolic
bioinformation include: Have evidence of reality of acupuncture meridian system. French doctors have
duplicated test in humans found that tracer always follows path of traditional acupuncture points. Drs deras
devernajol Can also trace meridians electrically. Drop in skin resistance at points Dematresque scaned front of
body with electronography; found could predict illness by presence of glowing acupuncture points. AMI
devise measures acupuncture point energies. Chakras provide energy distribution. Chakras also linked with
endocrine glands. Subtle energy signal is transformed into hormonal signals. Chakras process emotional and
spiritual energy. Chakras related to psychic activity. Heartmath institute convinced heart has intelligence; act
from heart center; processes loving energies. Awaken to higher functions. Evidence of existence of chakras.
Heroshi Motayama able to detect electrical signals from charkras. Probably were measuring secondary EM
signals caused by the primary chakra signals. Valeri Hunt used Electromyograms over chakra points.
Measured frequencies much higher than normal range of muscle or heart. Etheric body made up of etheric
matter; vibrations faster than the speed of light. Experimental evidence suggests there is such a thing. EB is
Holographic template of body. Holographic nature of EB confirmed by Kirelian aura and phantom leaf effect.
Cut a piece out of a hologram; that piece reproduces the entire image. Cut circle out of leaf; in hole tiny image
of leaf; within it was a another image of a leaf. DNA info does not explain how differentiated cells know
where to go. Do not have Phantom leaf equivalent of animal. Bioetheric info may provide info on how to build
cells. Want to measure disturbances in etheric body before these manifest in the physical body as disease. Voll
machine said to read etheric info from acupuncture points. Evidence of EB goes back to Harold Burr.
Salamanders had electrical axis. Found could trace electric axis back to egg. Ejected India ink in embryo;
traced it; as adult fund ink along brain and nervous system. Worked with gynecologists; found there are
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changes in electrical activity associated with cancer. Speculate this effect is due to etheric energy. Tape 2
Raymond Moody, in his book Life After Life, researches people who have been pronounced Clinically dead,
but then revived. Astral body has to do with consciousness; moves through the astral plane; in a higher
dimension. Multiple energy frequencies can coexist. The astral plane is associated with ghosts. Robert Monroe
was a radio-TV executive who went thru out of body experiences. He found could produce these states at will.
He wrote of his experiences in the book Journeys Out of the Body; We can communicate on the astral as well
as physical level simultaneously. Thoughts can create thought forms. Mental body info comes from
clairvoyant observation. Things that happen at the highest level cascade down. Causal body is related to
reincarnation and the after life. All of our past lives are stored in the causal body, which goes to a new being.
It is the connection to past and future lives. Jeffery Hodson clairvoyant; he observed and described
radioactivity. His description matched the scientific perspective. Past life info from aura. Hypnotic regression;
trace fear back in therapy; may find it was fear based on previous life experience. When awoke from hypnosis,
their fear was gone. Higher self connected to right brain; intuitive; may communicate in dreams.
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Chapter 2 : Vibrational Medicine - Eugenie Young | Complementary Therapist | West Lothian, Scotland
On Exploring Vibrational Medicine, Dr. Gerber builds on his pioneering work with a wealth of new and rare insights into
the most promising energetic healing therapies.

New choices for healing ourselves Interview with Richard Gerber by Edward Brown An interview with
Richard Gerber, author of Vibrational Medicine, about the range of treatments available, along with
conventional medicine, in a holistic approach to healing. Vibrational Medicine cites hundreds of scientific
studies that support the energy model of health and healing and presents the theoretical foundation for such
therapies as homeopathy and acupuncture. Can you tell our readers what exactly vibrational medicine is?
Vibrational medicine is a diagnostic and healing approach to illness using energy in various forms and
frequencies. As a therapy, vibrational medicine is the application of different types of energy for healing,
including approaches as traditional as X-ray and radiation therapy for cancer, the use of electrical nerve
stimulation for treating pain, and electromagnetic field stimulators for accelerating the healing of fractured
bones. However, vibrational medicine also covers the more subtle forms of treatment such as acupuncture,
homeopathy, flower essences, therapeutic touch, and that sort of genre. The latter involve using subtle
life-force medicine, but they are energetic therapies nonetheless. How does orthodox medicine view
complementary therapy? I think that if the conventional medical community sees itself as being rejected by an
alternative medical faction, this would create much more conflict than what I see as a gentler, more gradual
transitional approach. Ultimately, what we need is a larger base of experimental evidence and research to
support complementary vibrational therapies in order to convince the conventional medical community that
they have value. There is much anecdotal evidence for vibrational therapies, but not always the type of rigidly
controlled scientific studies that most doctors like to see. Some of the most elegant approaches in the future
for healing cancer and AIDS may involve the use of selective frequencies in energy medicine or even the use
of electromagnetic fields in healing. There are indications this technology has been around for some time, but
unfortunately it was suppressed. Yes, I was wondering if you were familiar with the work of Royal Rife, with
his universal microscope and the treatment of cancer with energy frequencies? Rife is just now beginning to
become known for his work with cancer therapy. The original device, the Rife beam ray, seemed to be
extremely effective in treating cancer. Where Rife got into trouble was that he put forward the idea that cancer
had a viral basis, which at the time went against medical dogma. We now know that certain types of cancer are
in fact caused by viruses. It would be nice if we could resurrect that research. Do you feel there exists a bias
within medicine against treatments that do not involve drugs or surgery? I know people who have approached
various research societies and foundations asking for grant money to study the use of a very effective energy
medicine modality. I think modern medicine is wonderful. We have very effective treatments for a variety of
illnesses from which people died earlier in this century. But we are seeing the limitations of technological
medicine in many ways: And in many cases the side effects of some of our treatments are worse than the
disease. The potential of non-invasive energy medicine to benefit people at a much lower cost is phenomenal.
However, because the drug industry is so entrenched within the US medical system, when research money is
granted, it is very much biased toward the pharmacologic approach. Molecular biology is the new buzzword,
and systems that exist outside of that are not getting the research funds they deserve. Vibrational medicine has
the potential to scan the body not only for illness states, but also for a disposition toward illness, that is, a
pre-physical energetic disturbance that will lead to illness. There are a variety of diagnostic systems that are
evolving. One of these involves assessing the acupuncture meridian system. If we can detect disturbances in
the etheric body before physical disease develops, then we have the basis for a whole new level of preventive
medicine, which we have never really seen before. Yes, I was fascinated by the discussion in your book on the
Voll electroacupuncture technique. The electroacupuncture diagnostic system is capable of reaching a very
subtle level of diagnosis that is extremely impressive. The electroacupuncture system was compared with
RAST blood allergy testing and showed good agreement in identifying allergic sensitivities. However, I think
the electroacupuncture system goes way beyond what we can pick up with conventional blood tests. The
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acupuncture meridian system appears to be the interface between the physical body and the higher energy
control systems. The treatment may be homeopathic remedies, flower essences, acupuncture, or it may involve
a combination of these modalities, in addition to working with nutritional modification, lifestyle changes, and
attitudinal and emotional changes. If we are going to be truly holistic, we have to look at the whole person and
design therapies that encompass the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dimensions of illness. How do
you see these factors becoming integrated within mainstream medicine? Ultimately, that comes down to the
whole issue of reincarnation and karma. They still have problems buying into homeopathy, let alone
reincarnation. I think it is an area we need to begin to explore. How karma fits into this is a very
individualized thing. What I have discovered is that the most powerful healing force in the universe is love,
unconditional love. When you work from that level you begin to open up whole vistas of discovery in
self-exploration and spiritual transformation. You begin a new level of healing, not just fixing the body, but
helping the individual to grow to a whole new understanding of their life and their awareness as an evolving
spiritual being. In your book, you mention the works of Alice Bailey. One of her books is The Reappearance
of the Christ. It is our information that this great spiritual being is in incarnation now and is influencing world
events in preparation for His public emergence. We believe that the dramatic events in Europe and the rest of
the world are a manifestation of the energetic changes inaugurated on the inner planes by the Christ. In your
research and your personal experience, have you heard of this before? I am still forming my opinion about the
actual physical presence of the Christ on the physical plane. But, it is my understanding that there are
tremendously powerful forces working from the higher planes to bring through a higher level of awareness.
This would include emerging medical technologies, a higher spiritual awareness within the healing arts, and a
whole new awareness, on a global level, of how we are spiritually connected. I think that the Christ and the
teachers from the higher planes are actively working to assist in spiritual transformation on the planet. How
are things progressing toward the creation of the healing research center you hope to create through the World
Research Foundation? The World Research Foundation is a non-profit public foundation involved in
providing information to the public and to health care professionals on alternative treatments for various
illnesses. They have computer links with over medical data bases and are in close contact with a wide variety
of academic and private healing centers and clinics throughout the US and Europe. They even recently opened
an office in China. They are laying the groundwork for an international network involving the private sector
and academic centers doing healing research. I see a multi-tiered approach evolving with regard to the healing
research center. The first step is the creation of a healing research data base that people will be able to access
from their home computers. They will find research information on acupuncture, color therapy, homeopathy,
and other vibrational medicine modalities. The second level is the creation of an interactive computer network
that allows physicians, consultants, researchers, and interested lay people to dialogue with each other on their
computer screens. This is literally a network of light communication. The third level is the physical creation of
a center that would be able to do on-site research, as well as fund other healing research centers throughout the
world. The healing research center would also conduct educational symposia and publish a journal. I think we
can use the best of existing medical science to study and learn the potential of vibrational medicine. At this
point, it appears its potential is unlimited. Is there anything else you would like to mention? I think we need to
work together on a spiritual level if we are going to create the kind of healing research center that I have
envisioned and that many others have dreamed of. In order for us to create a healing center of lasting value
and benefit to the planet, the scientists and the workers who come together will need to have a higher
perspective of spiritual unification. We have to be aligned with the higher spiritual sense and purpose in order
for us to manifest this goal. If we are, then I think we can really change the entire medical system. One of the
secondary agendas of the healing research center is to heal not just people, but the planet.
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On Exploring Vibrational Medicine, Dr. Gerber builds on his pioneering work with a wealth of new and rare insights into
the most promising energetic healing therapies. Through study after fascinating study, you will hear about new findings
on unique frequencies emitted by the human body, compelling evidence that proves we are composed of pure.

History[ edit ] There is a history of association or exploitation of scientific inventions by individuals claiming
that newly discovered science could help people to heal: In the 19th century, electricity and magnetism were
in the "borderlands" of science and electrical quackery was rife. Many of them are illegal or dangerous and are
marketed with false or unproven claims. Guides are available for practitioners, and other books aim to provide
a theoretical basis and evidence for the practice. Usually, a practitioner will then recommend further
treatments for complete healing. The US-based National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health
NCCIH distinguishes between health care involving scientifically observable energy, which it calls "Veritable
Energy Medicine", and health care methods that invoke physically undetectable or unverifiable "energies" ,
which it calls "Putative Energy Medicine": Medical techniques involving the use electromagnetic radiation e.
Types of "putative energy medicine" include biofield energy healing therapies where the hands are claimed to
direct or modulate "energies" which are believed to effect healing in the patient; [33] [ verification needed ]
this includes spiritual healing and psychic healing, Therapeutic touch , Healing Touch , Hands of light ,
Esoteric healing , Magnetic healing now a historical term not to be confused with magnet therapy , Qigong
healing, Reiki , Crystal healing , distant healing, intercessory prayer, and similar modalities. The
Brockhampton Guide to Spiritual Healing describes contact healing in terms of "transfer of Faith healing , by
contrast, takes place within a religious context. In â€”, the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association
approved the diagnosis of " energy field disturbance " in patients, reflective of what has been variously called
a " postmodern " or "anti-scientific" approach to nursing care. This approach has been strongly criticised.
Oschman believes that "healing energy" derives from electromagnetic frequencies generated by a medical
device, projected from the hands of the healer, or by electrons acting as antioxidants. At best it may offer
comfort; at worst it can result in charlatans taking money from patients with serious conditions who require
urgent conventional medicine. Ernst described the evidence base for healing practices to be "increasingly
negative". He concluded that "[s]piritual healing continues to be promoted despite the absence of biological
plausibility or convincing clinical evidence A review found that the "small successes" reported for two
therapies collectively marketed as "energy psychology" Emotional Freedom Techniques and Tapas
Acupressure Technique "are potentially attributable to well-known cognitive and behavioral techniques that
are included with the energy manipulation. These patients would have improved just as well even had they
done nothing. The second is the placebo effect, through which a person may experience genuine pain relief
and other symptomatic alleviation. Bioresonance therapy[ edit ] Bioresonance therapy including MORA
therapy is a pseudoscientific medical practice in which it is proposed that electromagnetic waves can be used
to diagnose and treat human illness. Some of the machines contain an electronic circuit measuring
skin-resistance, akin to the E-meter used by Scientology , which the bioresonance creators sought to improve;
Franz Morell had links with Scientology. Some practitioners also claim they can treat diseases using this
therapy without drugs, by stimulating a change of "bioresonance" in the cells, and reversing the change caused
by the disease. The only measuring methods present were the subjective analysis of the practitioner pre and
post diagnosis. Scientific criticism[ edit ] Lacking any scientific explanation of how bioresonance therapy
might work, researchers have classified bioresonance therapy as pseudoscience. The FDA has banned some of
these devices from the US market, [62] and has prosecuted many sellers of electrical devices for making false
claims of health benefits.
Chapter 4 : Exploring Vibrational Medicine (Audiobook) by Richard Gerber | blog.quintoapp.com
This book was good on exploring the evidence and science behind alternative medicine and spiritual healing. I enjoy
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some of these there people have looked to bridge the gap.

Chapter 5 : Sounds True - Richard Gerber
Exploring Vibrational Medicine is one of the greatest reads I have had the pleasure to listen to, twice. The information
within was extremely stimulating, well articulated and thoroughly researched. Science, philosophy, physics, and theory-this listen is for the intellectual reader looking for something that speaks the complex language.

Chapter 6 : Richard Gerber - Exploring Vibrational Energy â€¢ Free eLearning from Pirate Torrent Network
What proof exists that we actually possess a non-material "energy body"? On Exploring Vibrational Medicine, physician
Richard Gerber reveals behind-the-scenes research into vibrational healing - explodes conventional thinking about how
we heal - and offers a new model of the organizing energy field that guides and sustains all life forms.

Chapter 7 : Books by Richard Gerber (Author of Vibrational Medicine)
Written by Richard Gerber, narrated by Richard Gerber. Download and keep this book for Free with a 30 day Trial.

Chapter 8 : Exploring Vibrational Medicine - blog.quintoapp.com
This view of Vibrational Medicine can be shown simplistically in the diagram below: How did Vibrational Medicine
originate? The phrase "vibrational medicine" itself is widely attributed to Dr Richard Gerber, following on from his
groundbreaking book "Exploring Vibrational Medicine".

Chapter 9 : Exploring Vibrational Medicine by Richard Gerber
Richard Gerber () Richard Gerber, MD, received his medical degree from Wayne State University School of Medicine
and devoted his life to furthering research and clinical applications in the pioneering field of energy-based medicine.
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